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eople interested in plastics often wonder what the differences
re between Bakelite and Celluloid. As a plastics historian, I can
hare those basic differences and the keys to telling them apart
ithout getting overly technical. To begin, let’s take a look at the
arly history of these two revolutionary materials that had such an

mense impact on civilization.

Celluloid came on the scene during the 1860’s when John
Hyatt, an ambitious young inventor, was attempting to win a
cash prize by creating a substitute for ivory in billiard balls.
Hyatt’s experiments began in 1861, and yielded success seven
years later when he discovered the action of natural camphor
on nitrocellulose (cellulose fiber chemically treated with nitric
acid).

The result was an organic dough-like compound that, once
cured until hard, could be molded into shape by the
application of heat and pressure. Celluloid was the world’s first
successful semi-synthetic thermoplastic, but had one serious
flaw. It was extremely flammable due to the high
concentration of nitric acid used in its makeup.
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Bakelite on the other hand, was the world’s first completely synthetic
thermo set plastic. It was introduced 40 years after celluloid in 1909, by Leo
Baekeland, a career chemist who was initially trying to develop a durable
varnish for bowling alleys. Baekeland combined carbolic acid (also called
Phenol) with Formaldehyde and ended up with an amber-colored resin that,
when heated, turned into a hard opaque mass.

This phenol-formaldehyde solid was ground into powder and then molded
by heat and pressure into a material that was practically indestructible.
Dubbed Bakelite plastic by the inventor, it was a chemical miracle and the
20th century’s first genuine test tube baby.

Differences in appearance and applications play an important role in
deciphering between these two plastics. Celluloid was clear in its original state
and could be dyed in a variety of ways to imitate expensive natural materials.
Eventually it came to mimic genuine Ivory, Tortoise shell, mother of pearl,
amber, jet, coral, and even high grade linen in huge quantities.

Sheets of colorful celluloid were molded into a array of useful and beautiful
things, including jewelry, ornamental hair combs, household and vanity items,
billiard balls, dentures, fancy boxes, cuffs and collars. Celluloid was an
affordable and convincing imitation for costly luxury materials.

Bakelite on the other hand, was a hard, durable molding material that had
excellent insulating properties and thus found its earliest applications in the
electrical industry. In its raw state Bakelite was a combination of ground
phenol-formaldehyde and dense fiber, like asbestos or slate dust.

This made the material extremely hard, but also very dark, limiting its color
range to black, brown, and maroon. Early Bakelite included electrical
components, knobs, handles, and telephones
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It wasn’t until the 1920s that red, green, orange, white (now amber)
Bakelite found its way into the home in the form of colorful and novel
kitchen accessories. By 1928 catalin - a purified form of phenolic casting
resin in a wide range of opaque and translucent colors was introduced.
It was poured into lead molds and baked slowly to cure. When
hardened, the plastic was removed from the molds, machined by hand,
and then polished by tumbling and buffing.

Cast Catalin, which was more time consuming to produce and therefore
more expensive than molded Bakelite, found uses from the mid-30s
until just after World War II in jewelry, small personal accessories,
kitchenware, and novel decorative containers. Stylish and colorful cast
phenolic radio cases were produced in limited numbers up until the
1950s.

The properties of Celluloid and Bakelite differ greatly. Bakelite is a
dense, durable thermo set plastic that resists heat and flame. Once
molded, Bakelite and Catalin retain their shape forever. They cannot
deteriorate under normal environmental conditions, and they cannot
be recycled- they are here to stay.

Celluloid, on the other hand, is a thermoplastic and can easily be
manipulated out of shape with the application of heat and pressure. It
also burns violently if exposed to flame and will deteriorate under
certain conditions due to its semi-organic nature.

In a nut shell, these are the distinctive characteristics of each plastic:
Celluloid is semi organic and subject to decomposition. It is a
thermoplastic, rendering it pliable with the application of heat.
Celluloid was made primarily to imitate expensive natural materials
that were dwindling in supply during the late 1880s. Celluloid was
fabricated in a manner that leaves telltale mold lines on many items.
Celluloid emits the menthol odor of camphor when subjected to hot
water.
Bakelite and Catalin are synthetic plastics made totally from chemicals.
Both are thermo set, meaning that their heat-molded shape is set
forever. They are flame and heat resistant and will not decompose.
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Durable molded Bakelite came in a limited range of dark colors. Cast
Catalin was carved and polished and exhibits no mold lines. The
distinctive odor of carbolic acid can be detected from these plastics by
heating the surface either with friction (rubbing a thumb against it) or
with hot water.

In 1902, just one year after the Viscoloid Company produced their first sheet of
pyroxylin plastic; another industry was born, the Handifold Toilet Paper
Company; their first sheet of tissue paper measured 64 inches wide and 60 feet
long. J.G. Jarvis, superintendent of Viscoloid, was quoted in the newspaper as
saying, “this class of paper can be used as a basis for manufacturing the
Viscoloid, instead of cotton yarn which is now being used, if it could be gotten
just as cheaply.”

The Handifold management replied to Jarvis’s comment by stating they were
indeed prepared to make tissue paper for the manufacture of cellulose nitrate
by Viscoloid Company.
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History of Seth Thomas Adamantine Antique Mantel Clocks
In the 1860’s, French clocks in slate, onyx or marble cases became
popular in the United States. These cases were expensive, so the
American clock manufacturers produced similar looking cases made
of iron or wood. These clocks have become known to collectors as
“Black Mantel Clocks”, and were popular from 1880 to 1931.
Seth Thomas made clocks in marble cases for a short time, from 1887
to ca. 1895. They also made clocks in iron cases finished in black
enamel, from 1892 to ca. 1895. Seth Thomas is well known for their
“Adamantine” black mantel clocks, which were made starting in 1882.
Adamantine is a celluloid veneer, glued to the wood case.
Adamantine veneer was made in black and white, and in colored
patterns such as wood grain, onyx and marble.

Adamantine veneer was developed by the Celluloid Manufacturing
Company of New York City, and was covered by U.S. Patent number
232,037, dated September 7, 1880. Seth Thomas Clock Company
purchased the right to use the Adamantine veneer in 1881.
Below are shown just a sampling of the many models of Adamantine
clock made by Seth Thomas.

http://amazon.com/gp/product/0964740605?ie=UTF8&tag=billsclockwoanti&link_code=em1&camp=212341&creative=384061&creativeASIN=0964740605&adid=2d3eef4d-9d83-411a-bff7-a02b8873b5f5
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WANTED:
Any alarm clock made by THE YALE CLOCK COMPANY of New Haven Conn., ie: "SIGNAL",
"BEAUTY", or "YALE BELL ALARM". Contact: Ray McGeary, 717-243 4111 or
dahlia300@earthlink.net

Ray wrote: “The Yale clock Co. was in business only about 5 years in the early 1880's and
information is accordingly very sparse. I have the sense that they produced mostly time-only novelty
clocks and comparatively few alarms.”

Please send all articles, research material, items for sale or wanted, pictures of collections, repairs or
questions to:

Kevin@insuremekevin.com or Kevin Knauss
8789 Auburn Folsom Rd. C432
Granite Bay, CA 95746
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